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A lovely Australian poem  

It has something for everyone. If you know the bush, it will appeal to you, if you work in 

the oil industry, there is something in it for you too, if you have a sense of humour - well, 

it might test it a little and if you are not an Australian, then it won't help your knowledge 

of Australian life one bit... 

Goodbye Granddad 

Poor old Granddad's passed away, cut off in his prime, 

He never had a day off crook - gone before his time, 

We found him in the dunny, collapsed there on the seat, 

A startled look upon his face, his trousers around his feet, 

The doctor said his heart was good - fit as any trout, 

The Constable he had his say, 'foul play' was not ruled out, 

There were theories at the inquest of snakebite without trace, 

Of red backs quietly creeping and death from outer space, 

No-one had a clue at all - the judge was in some doubt, 

When Dad was called to have his say as to how it came about, 

'I reckon I can clear it up,' said Dad with trembling breath, 

'You see it's quite a story - but it could explain his death.' 

'This here exploration mob had been looking at our soil, 

And they reckoned that our farm was just the place for oil, 

So they came and put a bore down and said they'd make some trials, 

They drilled a hole as deep as hell, they said about three miles. 

Well, they never found a trace of oil and off they went, post haste, 

And I couldn't see a hole like that go to flamin' waste, 

So I moved the dunny over it - real smart move I thought, 

I'd never have to dig again - I'd never be 'caught short'. 

The day I moved the dunny, it looked a proper sight, 

But I didn't dream poor Granddad would pass away that night, 

Now I reckon what has happened - poor Granddad didn't know, 

The dunny was re-located when that night he had to go. 

And you'll probably be wondering how poor Granddad did his dash- 

Well, he always used to hold his breath 

Until he heard the splash!! 
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From the Quartermaster’s note book by Dr. Tom Miller 

One of the challenges of sailing alone for extended periods is how to replace the 

exchange of ideas, opinions, and experiences that take place on a crewed boat. One 

option is to talk to oneself but that can become boring when you have heard all the 

stories before.  

My approach, which has evolved over 25,000nm of single handed sailing, is to use the 

time to formulate ways to improve the safety, reliability, comfort and convenience of the 

boat that you are fortunate enough to own and be sailing on.  

What follows is a collection of, largely, DIY modifications that have been carried out on 

Fantasy over the years. 

Twin mainsheet system: This system was devised and installed after a nasty head 

injury was sustained from the block of a single 

mainsheet system as it swung across the cockpit 

during an uncontrolled jibe. The dual system has 

several advantages over a single sheet for the 

shorthanded sailor in that it is more readily kept in a 

fixed position and is more forgiving if the boat sails 

off course for any reason including a wind shift, 

inattention and failure to concentrate on course 

maintenance. One additional plus is the 

unobstructed access to the companionway while at 

anchor. 

Deck safety: Cabin top mounted hand rails and 

stanchion secured lines are the usual deck safety 

installations. The addition of a line, 

attached at shoulder height to the 

shrouds, and leading aft to the pushpit is 

an additional hand hold that provides an 

amazing sense of security when moving 

between the cockpit and mast. The line 

can also be an attachment point for the 

safety harness lanyard. The lanyard will 

not prevent a fall overboard but if the 

worst happens you will still be attached 

to the boat. The risk of tripping over the 

conventional lanyard can be eliminated 

by replacing it with a self coiling wire used to secure bicycles. The coil is attached 

permanently to the support line just described and can be clipped on to the harness at a 

moments notice. When engaged forward of the mast the clip is transferred from the line 

to an attachment point on the mast. 
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Folding safety ladder: OK, so you are in the water but still attached to the boat by the 

lanyard and harness. Getting back on 

board is the next challenge which is 

likely to be mission impossible without 

some assistance. Port and starboard 

sited folding ladders could be just what 

is needed. Undo the Velcro tie cloth and 

the ladder unfolds to provide the footholds you need. 

Boom bag: How would you like to have the reefing line tails, mainsail outhaul surplus, 

main halyard winch handle and sundry other lines neatly 

stowed and readily available when needed.  

A unit designed and sewn up to meet an individual boats 

needs and suspended under the boom will achieve this 

end. 

 

Saloon table:  Apart from meal times the saloon table is 

an obstacle to moving around down below that one could 

do without. The idea of a removable table and pedestal 

came from an installation noted in a campervan that 

worked really well. The pedestal, sub table and floor base 

units are available from motorhome and campervan 

supply stores. Readily set up when required, the 

additional space available when stowed will be appreciated. 

Halyard trap:  There are few things more capable of disturbing a good night’s sleep 

than the tap- tap -tap of uncontrolled halyard on a mast. Climbing out of a comfortable 

bunk and tying them up will usually fix the 

problem but who wants to do that on a cold 

windy night. The solution is a pair of 

halyard traps attached to the port and 

starboard spreaders. This can be achieved 

with some workshop effort and casting 

expenditure. The workshop component 

involves shaping a unit, as illustrated, in 

wood. The forward facing edge needs to be 

shaped to fit neatly against the spreader.  

Holes are drilled at each end of the castings 

which are secured to the spreader with cable ties. Locate the halyard in the trap and 

secure for an undisturbed nights sleep.  
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Mainsail stowage:  The system described below was observed many years ago on a 

boat in Picton and has been used successfully 

ever since. To install attach ring tabs at 40 cm 

intervals down one side of the boom. A length 

of 8mm shock cord somewhat longer than the 

boom is threaded through the tabs and the 

ends knotted.  Clips capable of capturing the 

shock cord are attached to the opposite side of 

the boom and located in between the ring tabs. 

To secure the sail, lower it onto the boom and, 

starting from the aft end, fold the sail along the 

boom a meter at a time. With each fold grip a 

section of the shock cord between the tabs and pass the loop over the sail and engage 

the clip opposite. Continue until the sail is fully stowed. Simple, safe and efficient. 

Cockpit lockers:  The storage of equipment that is only used occasionally or in 

emergencies is an issue for most recreational boaters. In yachts quarter berths are 

commonly used for this purpose 

but this space is inconvenient 

and often not readily accessible. 

More often than not the item 

being sought is buried under a 

pile of long forgotten junk. One 

solution that has worked well on 

Fantasy has been to seal off and 

empty the quarterberth and 

convert the space now available 

into a cockpit locker. This is not 

strictly a DIY task but a 

competent tradesperson can 

design and complete the 

conversion in a day or two. Construction of the drainage system is the time consuming 

part as the cockpit seat if cut with care can be used as the locker lid. The end result will 

be a spacious locker(s) each readily accessed by a hinged lid that can be used to stow 

wet weather gear, sea boots, oil and fuel supplies, emergency ladder,  chilly bin and the 

days lunch and coffee. 

Throttle guard:  This unit will protect the throttle lever 

from a crew member’s foot in the wrong place that has the 

potential to alter the approach to the dock and related 

circumstances from “dead slow ahead” to “full ahead” with 

dire consequences. 

Cockpit weather cloth pockets: Look around your cockpit 

and note the under- utilised area that the weather panels represent. A squab and canvas 
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company will readily install pockets designed to house individual items in use during 

the days sail. VHF radio, camera binoculars, cordage and sheet ends are some items that 

come to mind.   

Staysail system:  Many yachties, for one reason or another, end up sailing shorthanded. 

The choice, or the lack of it, has many plusses but dealing with near gale to gale force 

winds are not one of them.  Coping mechanisms vary according to the vessel and how it 

is equipped to deal with these conditions. In 

the case of Fantasy, a long keel traditional 

design, the response has been to install a 

system that allows a removable inner forestay 

to be attached and tensioned to a fore deck 

fitting such as a deck cleat. Once in place and 

tensioned a staysail can be hanked on, sheets 

attached and the sail hoisted and set. The 

sheets may require their own winches but it is 

also possible to clear the existing sheet 

winches and use them. More lightly built 

boats may need sub deck support to the deck 

attachment point. With a reef or two in the 

main sail and the headsail either furled or 

dropped a boat can be managed under the 

conditions described with relative ease.   As 

the wind strength eases the headsail can be 

brought back into use to provide a “slutter” 

rig. When not in use the inner forestay is 

stored back at the mast.  

 

Hand held VHF range extension:  Most VHF 

communications for the short-handed crew, while 

underway, are carried out in the cockpit using a hand held 

instrument.  

The range of the hand held unit can be increased 

considerably by connecting the set to a whip antenna 

mounted on the push-pit rail. The antenna on the handset is 

removed and the cable from the extension unit installed in 

its place. Check to see whether an antenna is available for 

your VHF model. 
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Tide clock and chart:  Selecting the appropriate depth of water under the keel in which 

to drop the anchor is just one of the decisions 

that need to be made to ensure a safe and 

trouble free time at anchor. The tidal range is 

going to vary with the location but in the 

Hauraki Gulf a range of 3 meters can be 

considered average. The complicated tidal state 

vs depth calculations can be avoided with the 

aid of three devices namely a depth sounder, a 

tide clock and a chart specifically constructed 

for an individual boat using the tidal range in 

local waters. The chart in the illustration is 

designed for a vessel with a draught of 2 

meters using a tidal range of 3 metres.  The 

calculation for the minimum depth required 

for anchoring is based on the standard “rule of 

sixths” that can be found in any book on 

coastal navigation dealing with the tides. Note 

that the change in depth with time is not linear 

i.e. a straight line so that each point on the 

graph requires an individual calculation. In 

practice, determine the state of the tide from 

the tide clock, either before or after high water, 

select the corresponding depth from the pre calculated chart and motor in with a 

watchful eye on the sounder recordings.  

 

Cooling water flow confirmation:  Failure of the engine water cooling system either 

direct or via a heat exchanger can mean a 

tow back to base and an expensive repair 

job. Fantasy is powered by a 16HP diesel 

engine cooled by an impellor driven heat 

exchanger. A clever engineer who installed 

the cooling system has inserted a take-off 

point into the outlet from the heat 

exchanger that diverts some water into a 

pipe that terminates at the cockpit 

bulkhead. Water flowing from the outlet is 

assurance that the appropriate seacocks 

have been opened and the impellor is functioning. The innovation has been noted and 

successfully copied a number of times. 
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Eliminating toilet odour:  Dealing with the pungent sulphurous nose tingling odour 

that permeates a boat when the toilet is flushed after lying unused for a while should be 

on the weekend DIY list. The origin of the odour lies within the plumbing system where 

microorganisms that thrive in 

salt water form a biofilm on 

the internal surfaces of the 

piping that runs from the 

seacock to the toilet. When the 

toilet is left unused for a week 

or more microbial growth 

occurs which results in the 

production of the extremely 

smelly compounds that are 

flushed into the bowl when the toilet is first pumped after a period of non-use.  The 

answer is to fill the system with a biocide that prevents microbial growth when the 

toilet is left unused for more than a few days.   

The modification to the plumbing needed to 

achieve this involves inserting a T piece in the 

hose close to the seacock. One of the hoses from 

the T piece is connected to a 1500 ml reservoir 

attached to a bulkhead at a point above the bowl. 

The other hose feeds the toilet. A further in line 

cock is fitted below the reservoir. Before leaving 

the boat the reservoir is filled with a diluted 

biocide formulated for marine toilet use. With the 

seacock closed, the reservoir is filled and the in 

line cock below the reservoir is opened. The 

contents then flow through the system into the 

bowl. Remember to close the in line cock. No 

more smells. Problem solved.  
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Kerosene pressure stove:  If the interest shown in these stoves when they appear on 

Trade Me is any indication these cookers are 

still very much in demand and in use by 

boating Neanderthals such as myself. While 

these alternatives to gas stoves reduce the 

chance of an explosion they nonetheless can 

provide some anxious moments during the 

meths pre-ignition heating stage. A safe and 

controlled heat up can be guaranteed when 

one of the units used to heat a Tilley lamp is 

soaked in meths and placed around the 

burner flukes before lighting. The heating 

can be supplemented by the additional of a few mils of meths to the cup below the 

burner but sufficient heat is usually supplied by the meths in the device. If not a second 

application is minimal trouble to ensure a safe operation. 

 

Swinging arm for GPS/ Chart plotter: Electronic devices in common use are 

frequently installed in the navigation consul and not readily accessible to the helmsman.  

This problem can be 

overcome if the unit is 

mounted on a plate 

attached to a swinging 

arm.  At rest the unit is 

stowed under cover 

against the cockpit 

bulkhead.  

When required it is simply swung in an arc and positioned for viewing from the cockpit.  
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Wood burning heater:  How many times during the winter was consideration given to 

a few days on the water but the idea shelved when the temperatures dropped. A wood 

fired heater installed in the 

boat could alter all that. The 

wood burning stove in the 

illustration has been in use 

for 25 winters and provided 

some memorable social 

occasions in quiet 

anchorages. The only 

problem has been getting visitors to move back to their 

cold boats. A similar unit can be designed and constructed 

by a metal fabricator using box steel for the basic unit and 

ash collection.  

The tricky part is designing the through deck fitting that 

allows an external removable chimney to be linked in with the internal chimney when 

in use. An insulated surround should also be planned for.  Construction and installation 

will require some planning and experimentation but worth the effort. 

 

Access gate:  After a couple of close calls when a foot caught the top safety wire while 

exiting the boat some thought was given 

as to how both boarding and exiting a 

boat on a marina could be achieved 

safely. A drop down gate, inserted in the 

lifelines between two stanchions 

adjacent to the cockpit, has served this 

intention well. Pelican clips allow the 

lines to be reconnected and the gap 

secured as one of the pre departure 

tasks. This is not a DIY job and a rigger 

should be consulted. A gate near to a 

shroud might possibly be a better 

position that the site illustrated. One 

point to note is that vibration and movement while underway can allow the pelican 

clips to work loose. They should be secured with a piece of tape at the outset to prevent 

this happening.  
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Marina docking:  Docking a vessel in a marina in strong winds can be a difficult 

exercise particularly when shorthanded. Accidents to crew members attempting to 

jump onto the marina to get a line ashore are not uncommon. Problems occur when the 

unsecured end of the boat 

blows away from the dock 

while the other end is being 

attached.  

Two installations will make 

life easier under these 

circumstances. The first is a 

specifically engineered 

berthing rod and base firmly 

bolted down at the end of the 

finger...pen if you are 

Australian. As soon as the docking vessel is stationary 

in the marina space a boat hook, or preferably a 

specially constructed device, is used to drop a spliced 

loop and 3m line over the docking device.  Once the 

loop has dropped to the base the line is wound onto a cockpit winch and the vessel 

winched into position. So far so good.  

If the forward mooring line cannot be reached the second ploy now comes into play.  

Basically it employs a line running along the finger that has been led through several 

supports so that it is positioned around 10cm above the edge of the finger. A grapnel 

tossed from the boat onto the finger is used haul the vessel alongside once the grapnel 

has caught the line. Some practise at tossing the grapnel is advisable. The mooring line 

will now be within reach. Secure and boil the kettle.  
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Engine air supply: According to the experts, along with clean diesel, a ready supply of 

clean air is essential to keep the motor running 

smoothly. With engines that are enclosed and 

heavily insulated to reduce noise this requirement 

may fall short of being ideal. A 12-volt computer fan 

set into an inspection port insert is able to provide a 

steady flow of air.  

Even without the fan removal of the insert will 

improve the situation. 

 

Solar riding lights: Most boats anchoring overnight in our 

popular anchorages are conscientious about showing a 

riding light.  The majority run off the ships battery but self-

regulating solar lights are becoming popular.  

Their use does not have the blessing of officialdom but they 

are certainly convenient as an install and forget item. Most 

will show a light through until dawn when they switch off. 

Use two as backup.    
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Update from Jim and Karin Lott on Victoria 

Tulips, parsley and leeks 

As the days in Auckland shortened and daylight-saving came to an end, we headed back 

to Holland to prepare Victoria for the coming summer. Jim was a couple of days before 

Karin after we heard that the launch date had been advanced. It was a reality check as 

the taxi from the airport dodged the evening rush hour traffic with the windscreen 

wipers going flat out and the heater on high. Aside from the odd patch of sunny weather, 

not much has changed in the six weeks since we got back to Europe. 

 Fortunately we had applied the antifouling last year 

before we left. Most of the remaining tasks were 

internal, like re-mounting the gearbox, removing the 

antifreeze from the tanks, checking electrics and 

electronics, and getting everything stowed. 

Another weather front arrived just as the slings from 

the crane were being positioned. This time it was a 

smaller crane with a spreader frame that had to be 

lowered over the mast. Each sling needed two men to 

stop it swinging about in the 25-knot wind and rain. 

The cabin temperature was about 8 degrees, so it felt a 

long way from the Auckland sun. Karin arrived a few 

hours later, utterly unimpressed.  

The boatyard loaned us a heater and car to go shopping as we sat for a week on the 

pontoon. Two strong gales tested our fenders. A yacht alongside whose fenders were 

attached to the life-rails had a stanchion fold in half. It was probably the best organised 

and cleanest boatyard we have ever seen, welcoming us daily for hot coffee with 

friendly staff who were always cheerful and 

helpful. Even they complained about the 

weather.  

We try to keep a number of fresh herbs growing 

in tubs in the cockpit. In November, we 

optimistically put them under some rough 

bushes in a far corner of the yard. When we 

returned, the bushes had been bulldozed and 

tidied up but a half buried plastic tub led us to 

the still surviving bedraggled rosemary and 

munted mint. So we bought some parsley and 

basil and are back in business. Sadly, the basil 

was faulty and has succumbed to seasickness.   
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In the heart of Amsterdam 

is a small marina sheltered 

between high buildings 

allowing us to get the sails 

back on and enjoy the city 

for a week. We walked the 

streets and canals for miles 

and the public transport 

system carried us to 

museums and exhibitions. A 

sunny day encouraged a 

visit to the famous gardens 

at Keukenhof where the spectacular tulips heralded the arrival of spring, at least for a 

day or two. A few nice days had us planning our summer programme.   

 We have just two firm intentions this year. We plan to spend time in mid-May with Per 

Erik and Else, Karins’ Norwegian cousin. They are meeting us in Scotland where we plan 

to cruise the Caledonia Canal and Scottish Islands. We also hope to have other friends 

visit in May-June when Jim plans to visit a number of single-malt establishments. Later 

on, we are looking forward to John and his family who are coming to join us for a week 

in Brittany in August. In September Andy and (hopefully) Jess are spending a couple of 

weeks with us in Quiberon.   

We had several choices to get to Scotland, but some light winds encouraged us to get 

going so we took the opportunity to head to 

London to spend a few days in the marina at 

Limehouse basin. Warm, sunny days 

allowed us to take in the London sights and 

organise a telephone for our stay in the UK. 

(0789 9357 183) and enjoy a recital at St 

Martin’s. The library at the Cruising 

Association at Limehouse provided all the 

details we needed for our cruise up the east 

coast to Scotland. We also had the chance to 

catch up with our nephew, Chris Pickering 

and his growing family who came to dinner 

on board. Chris and Becks are lawyers in 

London and we had not seen them for a long time. 

 As we came to depart, the forecast for the next two weeks showed north-easterlies, not 

much use for our plans. So off we went towards Dover for the alternative route to 

Scotland. The tides on the British coast rule all coastal voyages with flows at headlands 

often equalling our boat-speed and kicking up devilish seas when there is any wind.  
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The windlass decided to have a holiday as we weighed anchor in the Medway in the 

Thames estuary. We needed to catch the ebb in the Thames and we buried the foredeck 

deeply in the short seas and fresh easterly wind. Right in the middle of the main 

shipping channel, there was a roar as the anchor ran out with 40 metres of chain. The 

seas had washed off its retaining hook and inadequate lashing. Jim had not put on the 

brake after weighing by hand.   

So pitching wildly in a shipping channel 

with the chart saying “anchoring 

prohibited” was not a good start to the 

day. The 40kg anchor and ½ inch chain 

takes quite a bit of retrieving without a 

windlass. As we contemplated the 

challenge, Jim pushed the windlass 

switch and to our surprise, the anchor 

was soon on board. 

Marinas have proliferated everywhere 

and in many places have occupied all 

anchoring space. For visitors, the marina cost for a 14 metre boat is usually $NZ 80 to 

$100 per night. In contrast, Amsterdam was $20/night. For a 3 week cruise per year, it 

seems British locals have accepted the fees but few cruisers’ budgets can contemplate 

the cost. So free anchoring in Dover was welcomed. Free it was, comfortable it was not 

as we bounced and jumped all night in the confused slop. Karin made her opinion clear 

and when the windlass again failed, it was into the marina to spend a day taking it to 

bits and peaceful night. Seems a sticking brush in the motor was the culprit. 

The tides and breezes saw us sweep along the coast doing 60 miles daily in seven hours, 

seeking out a place to anchor 

each night with time to 

wander around the villages 

and towns. Karin’s choice of 

Lulworth Cove was worse 

than Dover, and in some 

places a charge of about $20 

per night was collected by a 

launch just to drop the anchor, 

but sunny weather helped to 

curb the annoyance.   

A change to south-west winds meant timing our run around Land’s End was a challenge, 

with strong tides to juggle as well. But a flat calm had us anchored after dark in St Ives 

on the north coast of Cornwall. Again, timing the tide was critical. The west wind 

brought unsettled conditions, so we missed the chance to get ashore at tiny Lundy 

Island whose sheltered cove was a surprise in the middle of the Bristol Channel.  
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Strong winds from the north kept us in Milford Haven for several days. We explored the 

Cleddau River for many miles inland with 

sheltered anchorages amongst the forests 

and fields. A few nights spent in the 

excellent marina was long enough to sort 

out local bus transport and visit the 

ancient cathedral at St Davids. Easterly 

and southerly winds were forecast so we 

headed towards the Irish Sea and 

Scotland. Within hours, the forecast 

changed just as headwinds arrived. They added a gale forecast and heavy rain and we 

bounced and bashed our way to Holyhead, where we managed to find a mooring at 

midnight.  

Fortunately we are free from leaks as the rain washes away the crust of salt and we 

listen on the radio to warnings of flooding in the Welsh valleys. It feels more like our 

cruise in Patagonia as we wait for summer. 
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What is it worth by Pony More   

Hi folks from the forgotten North.  Not so after the election!  

Well, if you did not know, for 10 years a group of us have been campaigning, to get Whangaroa 

Harbour and Bay listed as a Marine Park.  No commercial activities e.g. fish farms etc.  Two years 

ago Regional Council made a decree of this area "being of natural landscape" to be preserved.  No 

changes to involvement allowed.  

Along comes a commercial identity from South claiming east arm for fish cages.  Locals up in arms.  

Best anchorage on East Coast in a Northerly blow lost.  Submissions put in overridden by Regional 

Council.  

Questions were asked: Could they prove they would not pollute sea bed?  This they would not 

answer!  Opposition to farm was a hot topic. At where else, "Pub" or Club.  This was withdrawn, 

so we still have our bay clear of buoys.  

Next along comes an Aucklander going to take 92 hA off Taupo Bay and to Stephens Island, closing 

off safe anchorage south side of Stephens Is, and got it passed by Regional Council.  So much for 

"natural landscapes".  At 92hA leaves only North Channel for the entire harbour.  

Definitely a Central Government directive!  Under the "banner" of more jobs for the North.  Yes, 

we need them. 

Three of our group who had a background in legal affairs decided to object.  Their submission was 

to reduce the size of the farm to allow for safe anchorage, southeast of the Island.  

Fast forward to before Xmas, Environmental Court sitting for 4 days in Paihia.  A Judge, 2 

Commissioners, Lawyers for mussel farmer, Regional Council, and our "mouthpiece", and Maoris 

also affected, Regional Council Harbourmaster, and so called "expert witness", I having used this 

area to anchor our two sailing ships in inclement weather, rather than take on the entrance in a 

3 metre swell and outgoing tide.  I was elected to answer questions for them.  

The Judge asked Harbourmaster "would you anchor off Stephens Is"?  His answer "No".  

Apparently he doesn't know the area or hadn't read page 121 of NZ Pilot.  

Next mussell farmer.  Judge: "you are going to use 92hA of public space to employ 200 people".  

Our mouthpiece asks "how many do you employ at your site off Houhora"?  "3, full time, no part 

time".  "Your north site is half size of proposed Island site, how many will you employ, 6 or 7"?  

"Yes".  "Full time"?  "No".  "Where are your 200 coming from"?  So it went.  

After 4 days of talk, my turn to take the stand and was grilled why I needed 200 metres of cable 

out.  Told Judge "cable in locker does ship no good, a good length to ride to in severe conditions 

due to windage on yards".  Asked how long I had been sailing on NZ coast.  "27 years as a relief 

master, 50,000 miles during that period, and a lifetime in private vessels".  

Safe anchorages, I told him, were few and far between.  Big Glory, Port Underwood, Sounds, 

Kennedy Bay, Barrier.  

Mussel farmer lawyer tells me there are no anchorages at Stephens Is.  I say, "under what 

conditions?"  The Judge interrupts, you don't question the lawyer, answer his question.  I'm 

stumped.  I try to explain, and are given a publication Spot X, "are you familiar with this?"  "Is it a 
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book to tell you where to catch fish?"  "Read it.  It says there are no anchorages".  "Judge, it says 

no anchorages".  "Is that right?"  "No!"  I'm in trouble.  

Another one is placed in front of me, title NZ Northern Coast.  "Tell the court what it says".  "No 

anchorages at Stephens Island".  Was not allowed to comment.  Appeared written by a boatie on 

his Xmas cruise (I'll stand to be corrected).  I'm stood down after many other questions by Judge, 

being a boat owner knew more than I did, I picked.  

Fast forward to March.  Court costs awarded to Regional Council, Mussel farmer to tune of 

$113,950.  Whow!!  To be paid by 3 objectors, a kick in the pants for sure.  

Lesson:  do we still want some untouched bay on our North Coast for future?  

Was it worth costs to individual boaties to make a stand?  Maybe a fund to pay back these guys 

would be appreciated.  

Note question:  Why can Regional Council change its laws to accommodate certain people ie 

"Helena Bay" development and fish farmers?  

The tourist industry is the main earner in the north.  Medium size tourist ships visit the harbour 

and passengers love the place.  Now, believe it or not, Regional Council have made the area from 

Cone Is to Takau Bay a no-go area, excluding mussel farm.  

It's now what you know, but who you know - the mind boggles over this one!  

In the meantime, we have 3 out of pocket boaties sunk by the system.  

Enjoy your cruising.  

Cheers, Pony the Pirate 

We will email details of how to contribute as soon as this is set up. 
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Safety in the marina by Shawn Baker 

This article focusses on an aspect 

of safety that we often forget 

about, generally when you are in 

and around the marina.  Saturday 

night, 0100, I was returning to 

the mighty Maxine, the wind was 

a bit blustery but nothing out of 

the ordinary.  I was perfectly 

sober – an hour later I 

considered myself lucky to be 

alive.  I stepped up onto the boat, 

the boat moved away from the 

pontoon in a gust of wind, missed 

my handhold and splashed down 

to a whole world of horrors.   

After getting over the initial panic (no matter how cool and calm you are, landing in the 

middle of the night is cold water, fully clothed, not being able to reach floatation will 

induce initial panic).  The advice here is get over it – and quickly, it saps your energy 

and achieves nothing.  My thoughts went to a friend and neighbour who fell in and did 

not get past the panic bit.  Sadly he is no longer with us.  In his case, he drowned 5m 

from my boat where I was asleep and did not hear anything. 

Now you are over the panic, bring out your plan!!  Yes, that plan that you quietly made 

yourself ages ago – because you thought – one day, I might fall in and then what do I do?  

I brought out my Plan A.  Swim to the back of the boat; deploy my newly installed swim 

ladder climb out – no big deal.  One thing to think about, after the initial panic, the cold 

and staying afloat fully clothed in shoes, trousers and a fleece, you have burned a lot of 

energy, it is harder to lift your legs in wet trousers.  The ladder is untried!! In my case I 

soon discovered a design flaw in my ladder.  It does not go deep enough to get your first 

foot on the rung.  I can get a knee on it, but there is no room for a foot.  Struggle, struggle 

and more struggle to figure out how to get out, even more energy burned.  

At this point, I look around and as you do the same, you will realise that it is now 0130 

on a Sunday morning, there are no lights on any of the boats, security are nowhere to be 

seen, there is no CCTV coverage, no-one knows you are there! 

Plan B – yes you really do need a Plan B for most things, was to swim along behind the 

boats until I could find a decent ladder to get out on.  The problem is that now I am 

hanging off the back of my boat, cold and not entirely sure how long I can keep afloat – 

the shoes and socks are heavy and fleece waterlogged but keeping you a wee bit 
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warmer.  Suddenly you realize that this is a matter of survival, wrong decisions start to 

count on the ledger. 

I decide that I should make a serious amount of noise.  Get as comfy as possible, 

conserve energy ready for the big swim that may still be required.  Putting dignity to the 

wind, I bellowed as load as I could, “Help”…not really knowing what else to say.  Over 

and over and over so anyone that heard would eventually understand that the noise 

was from someone in distress. 

In my case, a torch went on over on the other pier and a security guard was on the end 

of the torch.  He, his colleague and two others from a boat up the dock appeared out of 

the dark, got some flotation for me (that horseshoe buoy that was just out of my reach).  

After a few attempts and arrangement of a rescue ladder I was helped out onto the 

wharf.  It is around 0215.  Over an hour in the water. 

So what have I learnt? 

 You would be surprised how many people fall in whilst going from the dock to the 

boat.  Normally it is not a Biggy, you have a good crew around to help you out. 

 Have a plan to get out – even if it does not work, it focusses the mind 

 When you are at anchor (and it is nice and warm with people about) jump in fully 

clothed in your winter woolies, swim around the boat, then deploy your ladder from 

the water and try and get out without assistance…..this way you know Plan A will 

work 

 Check out the boats around you, which ones have good deployable ladders, are there 

any boats with live-boards? 


